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Chapter 831 - The Watching Entities Reveal Themselves 

Noah’s eyes were impassive as a calm smile appeared on his face. 

The Holy Emperor and others actually appeared in front of him with somber expressions as they 

seemingly put their lives on the line to defend him! 

They truly thought that after a long battle like the one he just had, he would not be able to keep himself 

in top shape much longer. 

Yet the form he currently held that was put together by the support of multiple laws still remained 

active on his body without him deactivating a single skill. 

His eyes were glancing at the numerous hidden figures in the folds of space as he didn’t make a move, 

wondering which of them would do it first! 

Would they be more enemies for him to plunder loot, or would they be dismayed by his power as they 

scurried away? 

He and many others wondered who among those watching would be the first to make a move! 

The deafening silence in space was very quickly shattered as a burst of boisterous laughter rang out with 

the appearance of a figure who released a shocking aura. 

"Haha! I’ve finally gotten to meet you again! I hope you do not leave too quickly this time..." 

RUMBLE! 

The thundering voice of an enormous being smashed into the ears of many, his huge figure becoming 

visible soon after. He had a humanoid shape, yet towering over 100 meters as one of the defining 

features was that on this being’s face, he had a third eye instead of two! 

The third eye fully glistened with a red light as it was closed, but it was the thing that released the most 

oppressive force from this being. 

"...!" 

"Traverser!" 

"That fool..." 

Many whispers abounded as the huge body of Traverser miniaturized to become the same height as a 

normal human, his figure nearing the area Noah was at rapidly! 

RUMBLE! 

The figures of the Holy Emperor and Old Man Khan stood in front of Noah defensively as his Animus 

Summons formed a line beside him. 

The Blue Slime was actively dancing above his head as the summon seemed to enjoy the bubbling 

essence that had even enveloped Noah’s hair and made it dance wildly. 



The Entity Traverser looked at all of this with a beaming smile as he stopped a few meters away, his 

resonant voice ringing out once more, but this time as a telepathic message to Noah alone. 

"I have been looking for you for a great deal of years after I obtained the knowledge from the Book of 

Ruination. I wish you no harm and actually have a singular goal- to do what I can to help the User of the 

Tools of Ruination to save our Universe!" 

THRUUUM! 

The strong voice of Traverser rang out grandly as Noah’s eyes shone even brighter. 

He recalled this being from weeks ago, an Entity that had appeared just a second before he teleported 

himself and the whole Infinite Galaxy away. As he gazed upon this being, Eyes of Truth affirmed his 

identity! 

[Ebon Vaandal] :: An Entity proficient in the Laws of Space, Chaos, and Time, as well as the Daos of 

Destruction and Voidspace. He is an extremely powerful Entity that has earned the title of Traverser in 

the Dark Universe, his assimilations in the two Daos he studies being extremely high as he spent many 

thousands of years traveling throughout the Dark Universe. He holds multiple pages from the Book of 

Ruination as he continues his search for the being that he considers the Savior that shall stop the coming 

Cataclysm... 

The details of this powerful Entity appeared in Noah’s mind as his vibrant eyes saw this being truly 

meant his words! 

Among the many beings he had come across in his life, this one had been actively looking for him as he 

gained more thorough knowledge from the Book of Ruination and was searching for the being that 

could bring them all together for the possibility of undoing the work of the past Sages and Great Sages. 

Towards this being...Noah adopted a bright smile as he also laughed boisterously while going towards 

him, shocking the Holy Emperor and others that were looking towards Traverser with caution! 

"Haha, Brother Traverser! You see, I was very weak and had to be careful a few weeks back. Just the 

thought that an Entity had found my Galaxy made me run..." 

His words were nothing like the domineering coldness many beings heard when he took down multiple 

Entities, the many hidden beings in the chaotic void observing this shockingly powerful Entity go 

towards Traverser as he fearlessly stood in front of him with a smile! 

Even Traverser was taken back before his smile bloomed even more, his heart at ease as he realized 

achieving his goal of connecting himself to the being that could use the Ruination Cores might be even 

easier than he expected. 

"Good! I have many things I wish to discuss with you, but it seems like I am not the only one looking for 

you..." 

THRUUUM! 

In one direction, five Entities dressed in regal armament appeared. Each of them were four-meter tall as 

they looked like the most beautiful humans one could come across- these were the beings from the Arch 

Human Race from the Northern Region of the Dark Universe! 



In another direction, the Entities that represented the Ancient Power ruling over the Desolate Galaxies 

in the East also appeared. 

Lastly, the shocking personage of the Spirit Race, the beings that many looked towards with 

apprehension as they ruled the Southern Region of the Dark Universe with a tight grasp...these unique 

beings made their appearance as the entire environment of the chaotic void changed. 

RUMBLE! 

Sister Gold was the first to appear as Noah laid his eyes on the Spirit Race for the first time. 

With a body that wasn’t entirely corporeal, a beautiful creature that could barely be seen with the 

n.a.k.e.d eye appeared. Her body danced with the essence of multiple terrifying Daos as among the 

Entities appearing, her aura dwarfed all of them in power as she seemed like a horrendously powerful 

big boss! 

Yet she wasn’t alone as a second later four more figures letting out auras no less shocking than hers 

appeared from behind! 

THRUUUM! 

With called eyes and devoid of emotions, they stared at nobody else as their eyes only found a singular 

being. 

The being was smiling wildly with a confident expression as his body was still wrapped with the 

luminous armament from all universal laws, his two swords within his grasp seemingly vibrating as he 

stared at the beings from the Spirit Race! 

Chapter 832 - A Tyrant of a Throne! I 

Traverser had a somber expression as he stared at the appearing Entities, his gaze coming to rest on the 

blank expressions of the Entities from the Spirit Race. 

He always hated these beings the most from all the ones he met, as they never sat right with him! 

Their pompous blank expressions that looked at every other beings as worthless, their indiscernible 

thoughts that made them extremely eerie...and their stupendously powerful Ancient Power that had 

Entities comprehending multiple Daos with ease. 

They had also made their appearance here as their goal also seemed to be the same being he had 

managed to find again. 

’Sigh.’ 

Traverse gave a melancholic sigh as he stared at the nonchalant expression of the being in question that 

focused on nobody else but the Entities of the Spirit Race as well. 

--- 

Before the battle within the Illusory Unbreakable Realm had ended, Sister Gold followed the words of 

one of the Ancestors of the Spirit Race as she used her body as the conduit to bring forth 4 more 

Entities. 



It was an extremely unique ability that strained her origin, yet she had performed it perfectly as 4 beings 

no less powerful than her in power appeared! 

These 4 Entities were reinforcements when it came to the question of whether the powerful Entity that 

was most likely the holder of the Ruination Cores would be either an ally or enemy. 

The moment such a thing was decided...the terrifying Entities from the Spirit Race would make a move! 

Yet when the battle had ended, the Tyrannical Entity acted very differently than many expected. 

What should have been a careful Entity who should have been exhausted from his recent shocking 

battle...was nowhere to be seen as his terrifying transformation was kept active, his eyes gazing 

domineeringly as the Entities from multiple Ancient Powers that appeared all around him. 

The essence of all Universal Laws around him danced wildly as he floated away slowly from the group of 

Holy Emperor and Traverser. 

They were shocked at this scene as they saw even his summons remained in a singular line with them, 

hesitantly watching what this domineering Entity was about to do! 

THRUUUM! 

With the Aether and Death swords palpating in his hands, he floated singularly in the chaotic void as he 

willingly left the protection of the Holy Emperor and the Entities he brought, even leaving his pets 

behind as he floated alone while staring at all the powerful beings! 

His expression was filled with a confident smile as a resonant voice rang. 

"My dear brothers and sisters of this Dark Universe...I wonder why you have chosen to appear before 

me on this special day!" 

RUUMBLE! 

Fearless words that carried a trace of arrogance smashed into the ears of ever Entity, their eyes 

squinting dangerously as they were asked a simple question. 

Yes! What exactly were they going to do after watching 26 Entities be massacred along with the Ruler of 

an Ancient Power? 

The darkness of the chaotic void flashed with light as not a single being answered. 

The Wandering Entities similar to Traverser moved a bit further back while staring at Noah’s figure, only 

the Entities from Ancient Powers remaining in place! 

Noah glanced at all of them as he received no answer, his face quickly showing a tinge of 

disappointment as he brought his two shimmering swords to shine on his face. 

"If it is a fight you want, I’ve gotten quite a decent workout from butchering 26 Entities. Sending some 

more to accompany them in death won’t be a problem for me." 

"...!" 

RUMBLE! 



Taking down 26 Entities...was just a work out?! 

Their hearts trembled as Noah continued to stare at each of them fearlessly. He had his own plans. 

He would actually have no qualms with offending and beginning a fight with every single Ancient Power 

out there, but he had made some promises! 

The Holy Emperor coming by his aide just now reminded him of his promise to protect the Expansive 

Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, and he also wanted to swallow his enormous gains from the 26 Entities he had just 

taken down. 

Before he completed a few things..he didn’t want to completely antagonize every single Ancient Power 

out there! 

This was especially so when he looked at the information of the 5 Entities from the Spirit Race that were 

staring towards him emotionlessly. 

These beings were truly terrifying with the multiple Daos they studied, but what was even more 

terrifying was that they weren’t the most powerful beings from the Spirit Race! 

Noah had always wondered about the truth that many beings questioned over the past tens of 

thousands of years- after the deaths of all the Sages and Great Sages due to their actions all those years 

ago, had any new ones risen? 

As he stared at the details of the 5 Spirit Race Entities before him, he had a shocking answer as he read 

the details about the [Ancestors] of the Spirit Race! 

He looked at the swords made of baleful essence of Death and Aether in his hands as he gave a 

command, the swords erupting in a shower of essence as they coagulated behind him to form into a 

shape. 

The Entities watched with sharp eyes as they saw the vibrant eruption of the essence of other universal 

laws go towards the formation of...a stellar throne made of essence in the middle of the chaotic void! 

Such a thing was simple for Noah to make as he commanded the Universal law essences, his body going 

and sitting on the throne grandly as he stared at all the Entities without fear! 

A throne made up of the essence of all Universal Laws appeared in front of the eyes of many, the being 

that made it sitting down grandly as his domineering voice rang out once more! 

Chapter 833 - A Tyrant on a Throne! II 

A spectacular throne made out of the essence of all Universal Laws existed in the chaotic void, the voice 

of the Entity atop it spreading out for all to hear. 

"Before you choose the course of your actions in the next few minutes, I want you to think about the 26 

Entities that made up the Ancient Power behind me." 

RUMBLE! 

It was like a king giving a sermon to his subjects! 



Like a Ruler stating inviolable facts that could not be desecrated! 

"I gave them a heads up many hours ago that I was coming for them, and they prepared a so called 

prison for me and brought their entire force that amounted to 26 Entities. They calculated and believed 

with their thousands of years of wisdom...that they would easily be able to kill me!" 

THRUUM! 

"Yet even with all their calculations and preparations...all 26 of these beings perished one by one under 

my hand!" 

Noah’s eyes released arcs of light as he sat upon the grand essence throne, his voice piercing deep into 

the hearts of all those around him. 

"I want you to think about these beings and ask yourselves...are your calculations and preparations any 

different?!" 

RUMBLE! 

"Can you guarantee with certainty that you won’t find yourselves in a similar predicament that you just 

watched? Just constantly shocked as every single Entity sent my way dies one after another? Can you 

guarantee yourselves that you won’t be like the Ruler of this Ancient Power behind me?" 

...! 

His words thundered down as even the hearts of Entities skipped a beat! 

There were truly a great collection of watchers that came from the news of the war breaking out 

between the two Ancient Powers and the news of the Ruination Core, and even more had arrived while 

the battle in the Illusory Unbreakable Realm was taking place. 

Yet Noah glared down at all of these beings fearlessly as his words rang out clearly in each of their ears! 

Only the crackle of essence from Noah’s body sitting atop the throne made up of essence could be 

heard. 

His voice rang out once more as with a domineering gaze, he gave out an ultimatum. 

"If you can guarantee your life, if you are truly confident...then stay. If you aren’t, I’m gonna need you to 

roll the f.u.c.k out of here!" 

THRUUUUM! 

...! 

The Holy Emperor had his jaws nearly torn as he looked forward in shock. 

The powerful Traverser had his eyes shining with an intense light as he gazed upon this being he had 

been looking for, for so long! 

Such tyrannical words came from a single Entity as they were inscribed in the minds of all those 

watching. But when they thought about it, he really could back it up with actions if need be! 



So those that did not want to participate...the lone Entities that weren’t associated with Ancient Powers 

or just stepped from regions of the Dark Universe that just had a few cl.u.s.ters of galaxies but weren’t 

powerful enough to be considered Ancient Powers...these beings began to disappear. 

One after another, the many new eyes populating the chaotic void began to pull back! 

The few individuals were all gone as only three groups remained while they locked eyes with the 

arrogant tyrant of the shimmering throne. 

The group of Entities that represented the Ancient Power ruling over the Desolate Galaxies in the East 

glanced at Noah closely before they warped away. 

In another direction, the group of Arch Humans standing at 4 meters tall glanced towards him with 

shining eyes as their bodies rumbled with the aura of a Grand Dao, a Dao that caused for the illusory 

image of a sharp sword that could cut through anything to appear above them- the Grand Dao of the 

Sword! 

"How shall we address you, friend?" 

The one at the forefront that had unparalleled devilish beauty voiced out with a smile as if he hadn’t 

heard any of the insults that Noah had just thrown out. 

Noah looked towards these powerful Entities with calm eyes as he replied blandly. 

"A few days ago I heard the moniker of Tyrannical Entity when I wiped out a rat, today I’ve heard the 

moniker of Emperorslayer after I took down an Emperor. It’s up to you which one you use!" 

RUMBLE! 

"Good!" 

The Arch Humans shone brightly with the aura of the Sword Dao, their figures disappearing soon after as 

many Entities cleared out. 

Noah sat on his resplendent throne as his eyes turned towards the only remaining foreign Entities here. 

It was the 5 figures with incorporeal bodies...the Entities of the Spirit Race! 

The expressions were blank while staring towards Noah, causing for immense tension to fill the 

surroundings. 

Traverser changed his expression as he stared at the incorporeal beings. He truly did not like the Entities 

of the Spirit Race. 

The Holy Emperor sighed as he gave a nod to the Entities around him, prepared to move at any time as 

they observed the tremendous pressure being released from the group of 5 incorporeal Entities. 

Yet...Noah raised his hands towards them at this juncture, a hand that told them to stand down! He 

then locked eyes with the Spirit Being at the very forefront, the one known as Sister Gold who had just 

opened her mouth with no sound coming off of it, her message entering Noah’s mind directly! 

"What is your purpose in collecting the Ruination Cores?" 



RUMBLE! 

His body thrummed with power atop the throne as he sent back his own telepathic message. 

"Naturally, it is to stop the coming Apocalypse!" 

The eyes of Sister Gold and the 4 Entities accompanying her shone with immense light at this answer, 

their connected minds receiving Noah’s message with clarity! They still debated on whether to approach 

this being as an Enemy of an Ally...and they still had not made that choice even with the answer they 

were given. 

So Sister Gold asked again! 

"What is your purpose in collecting the Ruination Cores?" 

RUMBLE! 

The same question, and Noah’s bright hair danced wildly as he got an idea of what these terrifying 

beings wanted to hear. He smiled arrogantly atop the throne as sent a message back. 

It was a message that had shocking consequences! 

"My purpose...is to reconnect the Dark Universe with the Primordial Cosmos!" 

The moment his answer arrived in the mind of Sister Gold, their bodies erupted with terrifying essence a 

millisecond later. 

Dao essence began to dance wildly as the bodies of the Spirit Race Entities moved apart, each of them 

releasing a horrendous level of power! 

Sister Gold’s eyes were expressionless as her sonorous voice rang out in the chaotic void. 

"Enemies it is." 

RUUUUMBLE! 

Chapter 834 - Pull Back! 

The Spirit Race that was seen as a fearful force by many were filled with mysteries, their purpose and 

aims known by very few as they remained secluded even though they boasted tremendous strength 

Rarely would they ever be seen making a move, and when they did...it was something grand! 

THRUUUUUM! 

The 5 Entities from the Spirit Race still held blank expressions as their bodies erupted with essence, the 

aura of multiple Daos swirling on each of their bodies as the pressure made many beings gape in shock! 

The Entities from the various Powers had only pulled back from the region, watching to see if anyone 

would actually make a move. 

Their hearts trembled as they saw from the bodies of the Spirit Race Entities...the pristine aura of a fully 

assimilated Lesser Dao could be felt from the two Entities that flanked Sister Gold! 



"Impossible..." 

The heart of the Holy Emperor trembled as he gave a command to the 5 Entities he brought, unwillingly 

sending word to half of the remaining Entities left behind to protect the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter to 

bring them here for support as well. 

Traverser’s eyes shone with intense light as his body expanded rapidly, the crimson eye in the middle of 

his forehead threatening to erupt at any second as he sighed deeply in his mind. 

Yet their power was unquestionable as shockingly, two of them had a Lesser Dao fully assimilated as 

they were a step away from becoming titled Sages! 

The power one could wield with a fully assimilated Dao wasn’t just an additive factor where they 

became twice or thrice as strong...depending on the Dao, they could see their power spike up to 

unimaginable levels. 

Yet even when faced with this shocking sight, Noah merely nodded his head while remaining atop his 

throne. 

His hand came down commandingly as the Animus Pets he controlled came up behind him in a grand 

fashion. 

Yet another one of his clones appeared as he merged with Tiamat, making it so that all of his pets were 

merged with him as an instant later, each of them uttered domineering words he himself had uttered 

not too long ago. 

[Automatic Cast of All Support Skills]. 

[Automatic Cast of All Support Skills]...[Automatic...] 

RUUUMBLE! 

The chaotic void ruptured at the sight where Noah and his pets stood. 

"How is this possible..." 

"That wasn’t even his full power?!" 

They watched with agape expressions as they saw the same magisterial armament made of all Universal 

Laws wrap around each of Noah’s summons, their bodies gaining fitting armament that adhered to their 

physiology as in a matter of seconds, a stellar armored Dragon Queen appeared. 

ROAAAAR! 

The resonant bellow that Tiamat released shook everyone from their stupor as the scene established 

itself with clarity! 

Multicolored essence abound on all sides, 8 magisterial Animus Summons adorned with resplendent 

armament that caused their strength to rise to unknown levels! 

A wiggling bouncing Slime that had stopped being blue and now shone with a golden l.u.s.ter...its eyes 

seemingly filled with light as it stared at the 5 Entities from the Spirit Race with excitement. 



A fearsome Galaxy Devouring Serpent that had golden scales and shimmering wings now attached to its 

back, its head slithering dangerously as its red eyes shone with glory! 

CAAA! 

A kingly Calamity Bear floating in the chaotic space as he was enthroned in an armament fitting for a 

king, its gaze arrogant as its paws shone with a menacing l.u.s.ter! 

Each of the pets had varying transformations, but all of them could be described as magisterial while 

they stared down powerful Entities. 

"..." 

The watching Entities felt their hearts shaking as they recalled the words that the Tyrannical Entity had 

uttered. 

It seemed he wasn’t bullshiting as somehow...his essence was as boundless as ever! 

Noah rose upon his throne as he cracked his neck side to side. 

It seemed like he had to use [Plot Armor] after all. 

ZIIIIING! 

His body began to vibrated rapidly as his Universal Laws Throne disappeared, sharp blades appearing on 

his hands as they pointed at the incorporeal throats of the Spirit Race. 

"..." 

At this juncture where everyone forgot to breathe while waiting for something glorious, a single Ancient 

voice rang out for all to hear. 

"Pull back." 

THRUUUUM! 

The voice actually stemmed from the connected minds of the 5 Spirit Race Entities, ringing out in their 

minds as they were given a command...but the voice also stretched out from their minds and spread out 

into the outside chaotic void as it was heard by all those in the nearby tens of miles! 

THUMP! 

Noah felt his heart constricting as his eyes shone ever brighter, this voice that was just uttered bringing 

with it immense pressure unlike anything he had felt before! 

The voice alone was akin to an entire world smashing into their minds as it rang once more. 

"What you seek, I have two of. You will have to come to my door if you ever wish to accomplish your 

goal." 

THUMP! 

The voice dripped with power and majesty as its words rang out most clearly in Noah’s mind, his eyes 

shining ever brighter as he locked eyes with Sister Gold. 



Whatever being that was speaking through her seemed to have immeasurable strength, even the body 

of the powerful Sister Gold only being able to relay his will! 

"Return." 

Like an inviolable command, the words uttered were followed to completion as the bodies of the 5 

Entities from the Spirit Race disappeared in the next second. 

"..." 

Many beings gaped in shock at the sequence of events as their hearts trembled with fear. 

Was a fight not supposed to break out? Weren’t they ready for another grand show? What had just 

happened? 

Most of all...that voice! 

Oh, that voice! 

The voice lingered on the minds of many as Noah’s eyes shone brilliantly in the chaotic void. His mind 

had a myriad of many thoughts, but a single one triumphed among the sea of thoughts. 

’That was a Sage, wasn’t it? What happened to all you f.u.c.kers being dead?!’ 

RUMBLE! 

Chapter 835 - Has He Comprehended a Cosmic Dao?! 

The region of the chaotic void near the Primal Winged Expanse was entirely silent as only the crackle of 

essence from the shining bodies of Noah and his pets reverberated out. 

Everybody else was shocked to their cores as some quickly began to leave, others still hiding themselves 

and staying behind to see if any more noteworthy things would occur! 

Noah glanced in the direction that the 5 Entities of the Spirit Race left as many thoughts swirled in his 

mind. 

The voice that had come from them was extremely domineering, and his senses definitely screamed 

that it was a big boss when he recalled the tone and demeanor that seemed to say everything was 

under their control! 

Yet this voice had commanded the powerful Entities from the Spirit Race to pull back as they let it be 

known that they held 2 Ruination Cores...giving him a headache on how he would collect all the 

remaining four as he pushed this thought aside for now. 

There were truly a great deal of this he had to deal with at this moment, as well as a tremendous 

amount of loot to go through! 

His eyes briefly looked at any remaining Entities hiding in the distance as he then turned towards the 

Primal Winged Expanse next. 

This was an Ancient Power that had cl.u.s.ters of Galaxies under it, and there were no Entities to look 

after it! 



After taking out all of their figureheads...the next step was to naturally assimilate them all into his 

Galaxy! But this would take an enormous time and effort, as there were an abundant amount of experts 

in the GALAXY Realm he could sense fearfully looking towards him from the nearby Galaxies, and 

trillions of beings that he would have to fully dominate under him. 

When he thought of such a task, his face scrunched in annoyance as he then looked at the Holy Emperor 

that stood next to the shocked Traverser. 

Towards this Ruler of an Ancient Power, Noah adopted a wide smile as he didn’t even bother paying 

attention to their stupor at the sequence of events, smiling brightly as he went towards the Holy 

Emperor. 

"Brother Windsor! So you see, I have this Infinite Galaxy..." 

--- 

At this time, across the darkness of the chaotic void. 

The party of 5 Spirit Race Entities that had warped away very quickly...expressions of disbelief could be 

seen on their faces as Sister Gold was the first one to speak up while their bodies pierced through the 

layers of the chaotic void with ease! 

"Ancestor, why stop us? We ascertained he was an enemy, and we should have been sufficiently 

prepared with the 5 of us to be able to wear down his defenses and ultimately take his life in seconds." 

THRUM! 

She received no reply as her blank expression contained a tinge of worry, speaking out once more. 

"He wishes to rejoin our universe with the Primordial Cosmos. Even if he somehow succeeds in doing 

this...it is an action that will allow powerful experts to easily descend down and do as they wish. We 

cannot..." 

"Hush.." 

RUMBLE! 

A single word. 

Silence was all that followed. 

Sister Gold remained quiet as she and the other 5 Entities moved through the chaotic void, their 

expressions solemn as they waited for the voice to ring out once more. 

"That creature is a truly curious case. You 5 would have actually not been able to reign him in." 

"...!" 

Yet she could never in a million years deny the words of this ancestor as she knew how he grasped one 

of the most top tier Grand Daos in existence, a Dao that the Great Sage who led the many Sages of the 

Dark Universe in the past assimilated...the Grand Dao of Destiny! 



She knew that this Ancestor must have utilized the abilities of this Dao right before their battle and 

ascertained some things... 

"It’s not even a matter of power, as you all had more than sufficient power to even destroy his origin 

with my help after...hmmm an hour?" 

The eyes of Sister Gold and the 4 Entities returning with her became even more perplexed as the 

Ancestor told them that even in the state that the Tyrannical Entity was in after fighting 26 Entities and 

his apparent help in the battle, they would only be able to kill him after an entire hour! 

"What’s even more interesting is that even after his origin is destroyed...he isn’t truly dead, and simply 

disappears from our...time. That is when things would have truly become tricky. I need to devise 

something against this." 

RUMBLE! 

Shocking words that would have even caused Noah’s heart to tremble if he heard them resounded out. 

Even if a Sage made a move, they still would have not be able to take the terrifying being’s life as even if 

they destroyed his Origin...he wasn’t truly dead! 

Sister Gold’s expression had turned somber as she recalled the image of the single man sitting atop a 

throne as she couldn’t help but ask. 

"That should nearly be impossible...unless he has somehow grasped the Cosmic Dao of Chronology..." 

"No...if it was such a Dao then that being would already be running around the Dark Universe with 

everything in his palms. No, this is something else...I shall consult with the others for now. He will have 

to come to us either way if he wants to get his hands on the other Ruination Cores." 

The grand voice of the Ancestor refuted Sister Gold as she and the other 4 Entities continued their 

return with perplexing thoughts. 

Their conversation was brief, but it involved shocking secrets and the abilities of a fearsome being that 

was just one of the Ancestors of the Spirit Race! 

He had somehow accounted for [Plot Armor] and its 1 hour time span, and even accounted for [Save 

Point] in Noah’s worst case scenario. 

Yet even this Ancestor...did not know how to combat such shocking abilities at this time as he had the 

Entities of the Spirit Race pull back! 

A battle had not occurred, nor had the two parties mingled...yet the single meeting between them 

would have shocking consequences. 

The Dark Universe was wide and extremely vast, with many old monsters hidden within that were 

simply waiting for a certain time to come. 

That time...was fast approaching as many pieces moved on an enormous chessboard, none the wiser on 

who were the pieces...and who were the players! 

Chapter 836 - Assimilating Ancient Powers is Easy I 



"Brother Windsor! So you see, I have this Infinite Galaxy..." 

The Holy Emperor stared at Noah in a stupor as he began conversing with him freely after they just saw 

5 extremely powerful Entities move out right when a fight was about to erupt, this event seemingly 

being nothing in the Tyrannical Entity’s eyes as he was moving to more important matters! 

As Noah looked at the Primal Winged Expanse that had cl.u.s.ters of Galaxies, he came up with a plan for 

an easy assimilation as it would have to begin with the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter and the few Entities 

they held that could be used to oversee large regions of Galaxies. 

"It will be a way for me to fulfill my promise of keeping your Ancient Power entirely safe, the treasure I 

have being something that others can only imagine..." 

His body rumbled with colorful essence still as he waved his hands to bring forth the Infinite Galaxy, 

causing for the Holy Emperor to be hit with shock after shock as something fantastical was explained to 

him! 

A plan was laid out to the Holy Emperor for the cl.u.s.ter of Galaxies under him to be fused into this 

larger Galaxy, such an action allowing for the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter to be hidden away safely as it 

could not even be reached by others. 

The Holy Emperor gradually worked through the phase of the shock of such a thing being possible as he 

thought about it deeply. 

When he thought of the powerful Entities that had just appeared as well as the trillions he had to 

protect...this Ruler locked his eyes with Noah for an entire minute before this shocking plan was agreed 

upon! 

"I’ll need to meet all the Entities under the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter and judge to see if they can all be 

trusted to oversee the Cl.u.s.ter of Galaxies from the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter...as well as the Primal 

Winged Expanse!" 

RUMBLE! 

Noah’s aims were made clear as he planned to first assimilate all the galaxies of the Expansive Dragon 

Cl.u.s.ter and then use its Entities to oversee all the newly added Galaxies, as well as keeping the 

GALAXY Rank Ailerons in check as he gradually established a new order. His own subordinates that had 

been absorbing the Dao of Withering Crystals would also be put to work in the tumultuous time to come 

as they familiarized themselves with their newfound strength. 

The Ailerons were already defeated with the deaths of all their Entities...all that remained for them now 

was to be subjugated under Noah’s heel! 

SHAA! SHAA! 

Figures began to flash away from the border of the Primal Winged Expanse as Noah’s clones un-merged 

with his pets, the clones taking the Infinite Galaxy and disappearing with the Holy Emperor and other 

Entities to complete the task of quickly assimilating the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter. 



The few remaining watching Entities that had hidden themselves continued to observe with careful eyes 

as some of them followed the direction of the leaving clones and Holy Emperor, only Noah, his pets, and 

Traverser being left behind in the region of the chaotic void! 

While the clones went to complete their task, his main body stood at the border of the galaxy cl.u.s.ter 

of the Primal Winged Expanse as his aura spread out wildly. 

The Ailerons in the nearest Galaxy felt their hearts shake as they observed the eyes of this being, his 

gaze seemingly waiting to bring down judgment as they saw him wave his hands and cause the 

appearance of a majestic throne made of Universal Laws Essence to appear once more, his piercing eyes 

continuing to stare towards them dominantly as he...waited! 

"Brother Traverser, why don’t we talk in the meanwhile?" 

With his clones handling an important task, Noah got situated atop a throne that the Blue Slime was 

bouncing up and down on, turning his gaze to the Entity that had been searching for him for a long time. 

Traverser came out of his stupor as he stared at him for a few seconds, shaking his head incredulously as 

the third eye on his forehead shook with elation! 

--- 

Having many bodies working on many tasks provided for immense efficiency, and this was exactly what 

Noah was experiencing at this moment. 

His main body began discussing with Traverser as he gained a vast amount of knowledge about the Dark 

Universe and the Ancient Powers within it. His clones moved to talk and assimilate with Galaxies as 

another one of his clones...was counting the loot that he had collected! 

This clone was in the core regions of the Infinite Galaxy, within the land that used to be Noah’s home 

world as he pulled out a variety of Cores, Dao Crystals, Assimilation Crystals, and Skill Books! 

The most important thing to Noah at this moment was the Assimilation Crystals, as this was what he 

needed the most in order to achieve one of his grand goals at this moment- the Cosmic Dao of 

Ruination! 

Even the Dao Crystals triggered by the Ruination Core didn’t take the center of his attention, as he 

would only be able to produce more Entities from his subordinates with them. 

His eyes glimmered as they looked at a collection of vibrant Assimilation Crystals that shone with a 

luminous light of stars, these Crystals being the thing that would bring him a powerful Dao. 

With the 5% chance to drop due to [Loot Drop- Assimilation Crystals], he had received numerous Law 

Assimilation and Dao Assimilation Crystals from the 26 Entities and 100 Peak Tier GALAXY Ailerons. 

Probability would say the skill would have been triggered at most 6 times, but Noah’s Protagonist Trait 

came in clutch as aside from the Primal Emperor himself exploding into a pile of Law and Dao 

Assimilation Crystals...the deaths of 5 Entities and 10 Peak GALAXY Ailerons granted the crystals! 

The mere thought of what these shocking Crystals could do...made Noah tremble in excitement as he 

couldn’t wait to begin! 



Chapter 837 - Assimilating Ancient Powers is Easy II 

The Aileron Entities granted Noah both Law and Dao Assimilation Crystals, but he would be shelving the 

Dao Assimilation Crystals for now until he could use them for the Cosmic Dao of Ruination. 

This was one of the most unique features Noah had in mind when he designed the Loot Drop skill. He 

made it very clear in the definition that the Assimilation Crystals could be used for any Dao! 

Whether it was Lesser, Grand, or Cosmic...if he collected enough of them, what stopped him from doing 

something extremely balance breaking? 

THUMP! 

His heart felt the excitement at the mere thought of it as his eyes turned towards the Crystals that he 

could use at this moment- the Law Assimilation Crystals. 

From the Entities and Peak Tier GALAXY experts, tens of Law Assimilation Crystals covered his sight as 

his clone grabbed onto one of them. 

It shone with a bright blue hue as it vibrated, whatever mysteries and essence lying inside it swiftly 

flowing into Noah’s origin! 

THRUUUM! 

He felt his mind bubble in excitement as his eyes focused on the stat panel that showed the progress in 

the Universal Laws Assimilation. 

[Universal Laws Assimilation: 8%] 

The number had risen nicely when Noah used the support skills of all Universal Laws and wrapped his 

body with their essence while fighting the Ailerons, where even now he knew he needed to explore the 

unique state he was in some more and have his clones use it actively at all times. 

But with the inclusion of the Law Assimilation Crystal...the percentage exploded up by an entire decimal 

point to 8.1 as the crystal was absorbed! 

RUMBLE! 

Noah’s eyes shone with l.u.s.ter as his origin revolved faster, sulking in the entire Crystal in seconds as 

he nearly trembled when looking at the stat panel. 

[Universal Laws Assimilation: 9%] 

"..." 

A single Law Assimilation Crystal increased the assimilation of all of his laws by 1%. 

He had 33 remaining Assimilation Crystals. 

...! 

Shockingly, he could raise his progress of assimilation that had been going at a snail’s pace above 40% 

after this single battle! 



What speed! 

What majesty! 

And this was only in terms of laws...he couldn’t wait to see the scene when he utilized the Dao 

Assimilation Crystals in the future! 

RUMBLE! 

He continued his blatant cheating that would cause others to cough up blood if they found out, many 

things continuing to happen at the same time... 

24 hours passed since the shocking battle at the border of the Primal Winged Expanse. 

During this time, something even more shocking occurred- an event that would send waves throughout 

the Dark Universe! 

It was the mystical event where the cl.u.s.ters of galaxies that made up the Expansive Dragon 

Cl.u.s.ter...began to disappear one after another as in a matter of hours, the few foreign Entities 

watching managed to observe the complete disappearance of an Entire Ancient Power! 

They observed the figures of the Tyrannical Entity moving with the Ruler of the Expansive Dragon 

Cl.u.s.ter, galaxies disappearing everywhere they passed until nothing remained. 

It was such a shocking scene that would forever remain ingrained into their memories...and it wasn’t 

even done! 

Within the very same Infinite Galaxy that was the culprit of the shocking event, the Holy Emperor was 

floating near what used to be the draconic shaped Holy Land of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter. 

He, Old Man Khan, and multiple other Entities were still staring around in a stupor as they affirmed their 

eyes truly were seeing this unbelievable reality where realms and galaxies were fused into one thing! 

If it could be explained with clarity, the act of assimilating galaxies into the Infinite Galaxy was similar to 

multiple small circular objects joining together with a much larger one. 

In the case of the Infinite Galaxy, it continued to take in the circular shaped and other unique shaped 

galaxies as the protective boundaries of these smaller galaxies disappeared, all of their stars, planets, 

realms, and many other stellar objects spilling into the grander Infinite Galaxy. 

No borders were present between the fused galaxies as even the stars and stellar bodies of Noah’s 

Novus Galaxy could now be found near the stars and stellar bodies of the past Nexus Galaxy! 

This same concept applied to all the newly coming galaxies as the Infinite Galaxy expanded even further, 

and it also meant there had to be all that many more beings overseeing the increasingly vast and ever 

expanding additions of stars and planets. 

"This is something I will leave to you all in conjunction with some of my clones." 

Noah spoke these words calmly as he glanced at the Holy Emperor and his party of Entities that presided 

over the past Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter. 



He had looked over all of the 20 or so Entities that had the majority of them comprehending the Dao of 

Summoning, but their lackl.u.s.ter Summons that were Ultra Rare at most with a few PRISMATIC here 

and there made Noah glance over them just briefly. 

"This is just..." 

The Holy Emperor breathed out his disbelief as he could only accept what he saw. His arms stretched 

out into the starry space of this grand galaxy as he felt the overwhelming concentration of essence that 

was multiple times greater than any location on his past Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter! 

His heart trembled as he glanced at the borderless and vast stellar bodies around him as he asked 

carefully. 

"Just how many galaxies have been assimilated in here? How many trillions of beings?" 

The Holy Emperor asked a question that nobody had asked Noah since he began fusing Galaxies all the 

way from the Nexus Galaxy. 

His clones had been carrying the task of looking for more galaxies whenever Noah wasn’t actively using 

the Infinite Galaxy as the progress had not been little! 

Noah’s eyes shone with regality and calmness as he replied. 

"After the 800th Galaxy, I stopped counting the trillions of stars and beings." 

...! 

That’s right! 

Over 800 Galaxies had been fused into the Infinite Galaxy so far, even though this number might seem 

minuscule when compared to the 100,000 goal that was required to upgrade the Infinite Galaxy! 

Even the 800 fused Galaxies required Noah to delegate many beings to multiple regions, only being able 

to keep balance in the Infinite Galaxy due to the fact that the Galaxy itself was an actively moving Entity. 

It constantly monitored what was happening within it as it would alert Noah’s clones and the Harbingers 

of Sin if any beings in a certain region were doing something they shouldn’t, and it could even utilize the 

features of the Infinite Galaxy to take action itself. 

This was the only reason that everything wasn’t in utter chaos right now! 

When it came to the goal of 100,000, Noah’s clones had covered a very short portion of the vast Dark 

Universe as of right now...and he knew he would only need some time before he broke through into 

thousands of fused Galaxies as he neared his goal. 

"Now...the Galaxies of the Primal Winged Expanse wait for us..." 

He finished assimilating one Ancient Power with ease as he wasn’t done, heading towards a defeated 

one as he would assimilate even more Galaxies before he continued his search for Ruination Cores! 

Chapter 838 - An Infamous Entity 



The mysteries and wonders of the Dark Universe were innumerable, with the truly powerful beings 

dwelling within this universe using their power to understand all these unknowns. 

They varied from regions where unique stellar bodies bloomed, regions where one could find huge 

cl.u.s.ters of black holes and Quasars or unique Galaxies with their own rare qualities. 

On this day, yet another wonder had bloomed in real time as multiple factors coincided that allowed for 

powerful experts to be in the affected region, watching with their own eyes as the shocking event 

occurred! 

After the disappearance of the Galaxy Cl.u.s.ters of the Expansive Dragon Expanse, the wizened Entities 

turned their eyes to the Primal Winged Expanse and true enough- its cl.u.s.ters of galaxies were next to 

disappear. 

The body of the Tyrannical Emperor could be seen situated on a magisterial throne made of an 

overabundance of universal essence, the figure of Traverser by his side as the eyes of these two beings 

were on the remaining Aileron powerhouses, watching silently as the galaxies these Ailerons dwelled in 

began to disappear! 

For those that did not know the reason behind the disappearance of the Galaxies, it was an eerie scene 

of a Tyrant situated upon a throne...watching silently as the Galaxies in front of him vanished. 

Every time that a flash of light occurred and a galaxy was gone, the Tyrannical Entity would turn into a 

streak of light that tore through the chaotic void, traveling countless miles as his gaze and pressure 

descended unto the next galaxy within the cl.u.s.ter...that Galaxy disappearing as well! 

It was such a dominating scene that caused the eyes of those watching to tremble, this scene playing 

out until the many Galaxies that had lost the protection of the Primal Emperor and his Entities all 

disappeared. 

Within a day, the Ancient Power that was the Primal Winged Expanse was wiped out. 

The Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter had disappeared even earlier. 

The cause of it was a singular being that was domineering enough to be moving across space while 

sitting calmly upon a throne made of laws! 

The chaotic void seemed extremely destitute and silent. 

Not a word was spoken as many beings left, the news about a Tyrannical Entity beginning to spread to 

the knowledgeable beings of the Dark Universe. 

A Tyrannical Entity had sprouted from the Western Region of the Dark Universe. He was first seen 

dominating 26 Entities by himself as he killed an Emperor. He was then seen moving across the two 

Ancient Powers in this region as a day later...these powers disappeared! 

He rose from obscurity as now...information about this Tyrannical Entity was beginning to spread. To the 

far reaching Desolate Galaxies that held cl.u.s.ters of warlords fighting for power. To the wondrous lands 

of the Arch Humans where the fanatic of the Sword Dao could be found. To the cohesive lands of the 

Spirit Race where power and regality overflowed! 



The name of the Tyrannical Entity thundered across with fervor. 

A new era was on the horizon! 

--- 

A few days passed since the disappearance of two Ancient Powers. 

Many things seemed calm on the surface, but the expansive Dark Universe was even more bustling at 

this moment as many powerful beings moved with their own goals! 

In the starry chaotic void, an enormous Leviathan could be seen shooting across as atop it, two figures 

were talking. 

It was the Tyrannical Emperor that had become the topic of discussion for many beings, as well as the 

somewhat known Entity- Traverser! 

Noah had been expanding his knowledge of the Dark Universe and the notable powers dwelling within 

as he talked to this Entity that had been searching for the being capable of using Ruination Cores all this 

time. 

Much of the information revolved around the 3 Ancient Powers Noah had yet to come across- the one 

where the Arch Humans ruled that was known as the Consummate Sword Expanse, the one overseeing 

the Desolate Galaxies that was known as the Desolate Expanse, and lastly it was the Spirit Domain 

where the unique Spirit Race ruled! 

Noah gained much more knowledge about these Ancient Powers and what types of Daos they studied, 

his focus actually honing in on the Consummate Sword Expanse where the Arch Humans ruled. 

"I can ascertain the location of the remaining Ruination Cores, and going by what you’ve told me...one 

of them should be in the region under the Consummate Sword Expanse." 

Yes! The location of the 4 remaining Ruination Cores was spread out across the Dark Expanse, Noah still 

being able to glean information of their locations as he utilized Eyes of Truth on the Ruination Cores 

themselves. After organizing the abundant collection of information, he confirmed that one should be in 

the hands of the Consummate Sword Expanse, and 2 were in the hands of the Spirit Race! 

The fourth one...was the most tricky one as it didn’t remain in place, constantly moving across the 

regions of the Dark Universe as Noah knew it must be in the hands of a powerful wandering Entity, or 

something even more terrifying. 

"Getting the Ruination Core off the hands of the fanatics that sleep with their sword in the Consummate 

Sword Expanse will be..." 

Traverser’s eyes shone with a sharp light as he spoke of the powerful Entities that studied the Grand 

Dao of the Sword. 

Noah smiled at this as his eyes landed on this being that was known as Traverser. Aside from expanding 

his knowledge, he had vowed to support him any way that he could until he obtained all the Ruination 

Cores and stopped the apocalypse that was coming for them all. 



It was an unexpected ally out of the battle with the Ailerons that Noah planned to put to full use! 

His eyes focused on the vibrant third red eye of this Entity as he voiced out domineeringly. 

"It’s only another Ancient Power. They either adhere to my will...or the heads of their Entities shall roll!" 

RUMBLE! 

Even the surrounding space shook at the sheer arrogance as Traverser’s eyes became even sharper, 

these two beings making their way towards an Ancient Power that was second only to the Spirit Race of 

the Dark Universe! 

Chapter 839 - Setting Off for the Sword Expanse! 

Within the Infinite Galaxy. 

After the assimilation of two Ancient Powers into it, the Infinite Galaxy had turned even more boisterous 

as the additions this time around weren’t just in quantity, but of tremendous quality as the galaxy 

cl.u.s.ters obtained had Entities and multiple experts at the GALAXY Realm! 

Noah’s subordinates were watching this in real time as the Emperor Penguin arrogantly oversaw the 

galaxies where the Ailerons resided, the remaining GALAXY experts of this Ancient Power being meek in 

front of the strength of the being that took away their Entities in a dominating fashion. 

From the Aileron Galaxies, the majority were from the Aileron Race, but humans and a variety of other 

unique species existed among the trillions of beings spread out across the stars. 

THRUM! 

The flippers of the Emperor Penguin were letting out an intense light as he held a Peak GALAXY core, 

absorbing it as his golden eyes moved across the numerous stars of the past Primal Winged Expanse 

carefully! His current Realm was in the Middle Tier GALAXY, yet one could notice the distinct aura of an 

Entity from his as he had been among the few to use the Dao of Withering Crystals to completely 

comprehend a Lesser Dao. 

This arrogant penguin and other subordinates of Noah who had achieved this 100% comprehension in a 

Dao were now enhancing their strength even further as they were given the loot from the recent battle, 

the l.u.s.trous GALAXY Cores going towards them as they quickly tried to push their strength towards 

the Peak to become genuine Entities. 

While the Emperor Penguin moved to oversee the newly added Galaxies, the other experts within the 

Infinite Galaxy each moved with their own ideals! 

An example of this was a scene that was occurring at this exact moment in a cl.u.s.ter of stars that used 

to be at the center of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter. The Imperial Adjudicator was standing powerfully 

in front of the Holy Emperor, Anastasia, and Anna by his side as this past galactic ruler confronted the 

man that nearly gave his wife and daughter away! 

A look of shame could be seen in the eyes of the Holy Emperor, but his gaze remained steady as he met 

the man that gave him his little granddaughter. 



The Imperial Adjudicator’s body now let out the aura of an Entity along with Anna, their Realms reaching 

Anastasia at Middle Tier GALAXY as they could genuinely consider themselves powerhouses that could 

protect themselves. 

The strength that the Imperial Adjudicator strove for to protect his family...he had achieved it as he now 

stood proudly in the ranks of experts! 

Like the Imperial Adjudicator, many other powerful beings in the Infinite Galaxy moved with their own 

ideals as their main goal remained getting stronger. Barbatos was a prime case of this as she was in a 

Time Space absorbing Peak GALAXY Cores, her red eyes vibrant as she recalled Noah’s words that he 

uttered to all his subordinates that entered the rank of Entities. 

"The Tower of the Great Sage Aoin still contains a myriad of Animus Summons...with a few PRISMATIC 

summons that still need their masters! The most powerful among you once you all reach the Peak 

Tier...will get to choose from the PRISMATIC and Ultra Rare Summons!" 

THRUM! 

These words from Noah had spurred another period of training for his subordinates as they were now 

forged into powerful Entities. The next time they stepped out of the Infinite Galaxy...their names would 

become renowned as they left behind their own trail of destruction! 

--- 

A few more days passed as many things occurred in the Infinite Galaxy. 

Noah was still atop the Colossal Helios Leviathan with Traverser as it streaked across the chaotic void, 

his eyes closed as he had just utilized the [Protagonist’s Bookmark] that had finally ended its cool down! 

The target was of course the Holy Emperor, Noah making sure to keep his focus on the Dao that had 

granted him the huge boost in power that he used to power through the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter and 

the Primal Winged Expanse. 

Swirling waves of the essence of the Dao of Summoning erupted from him as Traverser shook his head 

incredulously by the side, watching this Tyrannical being advance through a dao as easy as it could be. 

The tide of essence receded into Noah’s body as his sharp eyes opened. 

He felt the overpowering strength coursing through his body as his gaze went towards his stat panel. 

[Noah Osmont][Title(s): Infernal Lord(Variant), Controller(All Laws)] 

[Trait(s) : Infinite Mana & Protagonist] 

[Bloodline(s): Vampyre Progenitor] 

[Vitality: GALAXY(PEAK)] 

[Focus: ∞ ] 

[Strength: GALAXY(PEAK)] 



[Law(s) : Life-100%, Death-100%, Aether- 100%, Karma-100%,Fate-100%,Chaos-100%, Light-100%, Dark-

100%, Space-100%, Time-100%, Fire-100%, Water-100%, Earth-100%, Air-100%] 

[Universal Laws Assimilation: 46%] 

[Primeval Propitious Physique: 96%] 

[Skill Points :: 32,413,487] 

A shining stat panel that he reduced to the most important details, with the most important thing in 

Noah’s eyes being the number of skill points that were one of the most important loot to come from 

taking down 26 Entities and 100 Peak Tier GALAXY Ailerons. 

They were truly the most giving big bosses as the number of skill points they gave were many! 

This gave way to many possible skill creations as the next best thing was the sweet 79% next to the Dao 

of Summoning after his use of Protagonist’s Bookmark, as well as the 46% next to all Universal Laws 

Assimilation. 

He was nearly done with comprehending the Dao of Summoning and nearly halfway through 

assimilating all laws as a prized Cosmic Dao waited at the end of it! 

RUMBLE! 

"We should be nearing the Consummate Sword Expanse?" 

His voice was powerful, his gaze was filled with starry light as they were set upon another Ancient 

Power. 

This one was the 2nd strongest within the Dark Universe, overseeing a great deal of Galaxy Cl.u.s.ters as 

they ruled through pure strength alone. 

This strength was provided by a single dao that was unique in its nature, a dao that went to the 

extremes of a weapon! 

Ruled under the banner of the Sword Dao, the galaxy cl.u.s.ters prospered as they produced beings filled 

with fanaticism towards the sword. 

The next target that held a Ruination Core was locked on as Noah neared the Consummate Sword 

Expanse! 

Chapter 840 - The Glorious Consummate Sword Expanse 

In a corner of the Dark Universe, one could observe a truly interesting cl.u.s.ter of Galaxies that were all 

situated together to form a unique form of a sword! 

Whether it was formed naturally or had an expert that had done something shocking, it was a 

breathtaking scene in the chaotic void. 

From the hilt all the way to the tip of the blade, the starry light of Galaxies illuminated such a pristine 

shape as Entities crossing the chaotic void would feel their hearts tighten when they stood at a far 

enough distance to be able to observe the stellar bodies in full. 



Noah was able to do this exact thing at this moment- his vibrant eyes seeing the unique formation of the 

stellar bodies that came to form a sharp sword! 

VOOOM! 

The Colossal Helios Leviathan continued to tear through the chaotic void as they neared this 

Consummate Sword Expanse, Noah’s eyes focusing on the enormous Galaxy at the tip of the sword 

shaped stellar bodies. 

This was where the center of this Ancient Power coalesced, the place known as the Consummate Sword 

Holy Land! 

"The strength of these fanatics is somewhat high as they are one of the few beings to love the Dao they 

study too much. This passion has allowed many of them to easily comprehend and assimilate it as even I 

am unsure of the extent of their power." 

Traverser voiced out with careful eyes as the Animus Summon they were on made its way towards the 

Galaxy at the tip of the Sword formed stellar bodies. 

The Ancient Power they were heading to was known as the second strongest after the Spirit Race, but 

nobody had been able to truly quantify their strength! 

Yet to Noah...such strength did not matter as he could protect himself with surety. This was made even 

more true as his eyes shone while he activated a particular skill. 

[Save Point]. 

THRUM! 

Unique essence flashed from him as he created another Save Point, the skill’s could down having been 

met a few days back as before he stepped onto another Ancient Power, he saved his progress! 

He could now move with even fewer worries as he kept his focus on the goal of this trip- the Ruination 

Core. 

He didn’t need to mingle or insert himself into the Ancient Power while slowly rising up in ranks. 

He didn’t have to hide his identity while slowly gaining the trust of the core figures of this Ancient 

Power. 

No. He had risen to a level of strength where he could boldly move, his identity as the Tyrannical Entity 

being more than enough! 

He was truly excited to see how this different approach would play out! 

RUMBLE 

The enormous Colossal Helios leviathan made no effort to hide its aura, and neither did Noah or 

Traverser as they neared the Consummate Sword Holy Land. 



Naturally, this meant their powerful auras could be picked up hundreds of miles away as a second later, 

spatial fluctuations brought forth a 4 meter tall being in front of the path that the Colossal Helios 

Leviathan was taking. 

It was a being of pristine beauty, his humanoid figure and characteristics making him no other than a 

creature of the Arch Human Race! 

The aura of a powerful Entity bounced off of his body as his hands could be seen resting on a sharp 

sword. 

His eyes were sharp as his piercing words rang out. 

"Friends, can I ask your purpose for coming towards our Consummate Sword Expanse?" 

RUMBLE! 

His words traveled like sharp swords across the chaotic void as they reached Noah and Traverser, the 

Colossal Helios Leviathan still continuing to move its monstrous body forward without stopping as if an 

Entity had not appeared in front of it! 

Noah gave a warm smile towards this Entity as he replied. 

"Naturally, it is to see the beautiful sights of your Ancient Power while learning about the Sword!" 

A reply that caused the eyes of the Entity from the Consummate Sword Expanse to shine brightly, his 

hand beginning to vibrate as they held the terrific sword he had on him! 

The sight of the enormous Leviathan not even stopping as it barreled forward was matched with a 

bursting essence shaped like swords from the body of the Entity as his aura began to rise. 

Neither side was coming to a stop as it seemed an impact was imminent! 

SHAA! SHAA! 

Yet it was at this moment that more 4 meter tall figures warped in, their bodies brimming with power as 

Noah even remembered a few of them from the party that he had met a few days back after the battle 

with Aileron Entities. 

"Emperorslayer...to think we would meet again so soon!" 

RUMBLE! 

The most devilishly handsome Arch Human that had spoken to Noah last time as well appeared grandly 

as he spoke, his powerful aura bellowing out in waves as he seemed like a sharp sword ready to strike! 

The enormous Colossal Helios Leviathan came to a stop just a few feet away from the cl.u.s.ter of 

appearing Entities, Noah waving his hands as the enormous animus turned into a streak of light and 

returned into his origin. The figures of him and Traverser appeared in the stellar chaotic void as he 

floated towards the Arch Human Entities. 

"I’m only visiting another Ancient Power. The last one left a bad taste in my mouth as I was left 

wondering how other powers in this vast Dark Universe are." 



...! 

The eyes of the Entities with essence as sharp as swords constricted as the one at the very forefront 

spoke with a smile. 

"Then you are guests of our Consummate Sword Expanse! Come, let us not be bad hosts..." 

The devilishly handsome Arch Human Entity welcomingly waved towards Noah and Traverser, his eyes 

hiding a sharp glint as he and his brethren parted in the middle to escort two guests into the 

Consummate Sword Expanse. 

It was a wondrous cl.u.s.ter of galaxies filled to the brim with beings that studied a unique dao 

passionately, its Entities being truly powerful as it boasted power second only to the Spirit Race. 

 


